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Product:  SONAX ProfiLine Perfect finish  

 

Article Code: 224 000/ 141 /300 /500 
Formula Code: 2090 2555 
 
 

Product Description: Silicone free finishing polish for professionally polishing of sanded 
down paintwork, or paintwork pre-polished with polishing machine and 
abrasive polish. Specially developed for paintshops, for 1-.step 
polishing of sanded down paint due to paintwork damage such as dust 
occlusion or paint runs. The special nano-abrasives enable effective 
scratch removal with optimum shine and without inducing holograms 
or buff marks on the paintwork.  

 Cut:  4 
 Gloss:  6 
 
 

Directions for Use: - Shake bottle/tube before use.  
- Deep scratches or paintwork damage should first be wet sanded  
..with abrasive paper P2000, or finer.  
- Product to be worked in with a rotational speed regulated polishing 
..machine.  
- Apply a little of the product directly to the sanded spot. 
- Polish the area at the lowest rotational speed (ca. 800 rpm) with the  
  green Polishing pad (493 000) for 10 sec. Tilt the machine a little bit. 
- Afterwards, increase to medium rotational speed and allow the  
  machine to run, now exerting only moderate pressure.  
- Guide it swiftly over the surface to avoid heat developing beneath  
  the polishing pad.  
- Remove polish residue with a microfibre cloth.  
 

Please Note: 
In some cases it may be sensible to use a lambskin.  
To achieve a hologram-free finish on darker paintwork, finish polishing 
with a foam pad may be necessary.  

 
 

Chemical Classification: Emulsion based on deodorized petroleum, with aluminium oxide as 
abrasive. Contains no silicones or waxes.  

 
 

Specific Data:   Appearance:  White fluid 
    Density:  1.12 – 1.13 
    Viscosity:  15– 25 Pas (Brookfield Sp. 6. 20 rpm) 
    pH:   9.0 – 9.5 
 
 

Packaging:   75 ml PE-tube   (224 000) 

    250 ml PE/PA bottle  (224 141) 

    1 Ltr. PE/PA bottle (224 300) 

 1 Ltr. PE-canister (224 500) 
 
 

Safety Data: See safety data sheet 


